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LLKPC1 / LLKPC2

OPERATION 
MANUAL 
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WARNING : in case the basket for spaghetti (optional) is used, the product’s discharge hopper has to be 
removed to avoid interferences. 

Check that the switch of the electrical plant, to which the machine is connected, is ON. 
Switch on the machine using the luminous general switch placed over the keyboard. 
Press the "ON-OFF" button on the keyboard; the pilot lamp "WAIT" will light up indicating that the machine is heating 
up. 
The water temperature is shown on the display. 
On reaching 40°C the steam extractor starts automatically and the machine carries out a reset cycle so that the 
baskets are correctly replaced in waiting position. 
During this operation the temperature reading is suspended and the display shows a constant value which is rapidly 
updated at the end of the cycle. 
To turn off the machine in everyday use press the "ON-OFF" button on the keyboard.  Use the master switch only 
when carrying out cleaning or maintenance operations. 
In this way the vapour extractor continues to work until the water reaches a low temperature. 
When the machine is ready for use the "READY" pilot lamp on the keyboard lights up. 

3) PREPARATION TIMES FOR THE PASTA PORTIONS
Portion preparation times, which are normally preset when the machine is set up, are: 

LEFT BASKET: 
- yellow button 1: 60 seconds (programme 01)
- yellow button 2: 90 seconds (programme 02)
- yellow button 3: 180 seconds (programme 03)
- yellow button 4: 360 seconds (programme 04)

RIGHT BASKET: 
- white button 1: 60 seconds (programme 05)
- white button 2: 90 seconds (programme 06)
- white button 3: 180 seconds (programme 07)
- white button 4: 360 seconds (programme 08)

Times are programmable by pressing the "Time Set" button on the keyboard with which is possible to enter or exit 
from the "programme mode" (see instructions in the Technical Manual). 
During the working phase, decreasing heating times are indicated on the right display for the right basket and on the 
left for the left basket. 
Once the product has been off-loaded the displays once more indicate the water temperature. 
The preset times on the buttons can be noted on the corresponding grid on the keyboard using an indelible pen. 

4) LOADING AND PREPARING THE PRODUCT
The product must be loaded when the basket is at rest, after ensuring that the "WAIT" light is out. 
Open the transparent hatch and place the portion in the basket. 
Select the heating time by pressing the corresponding button (white for the right basket and yellow for the left 
basket). 
Place a dish or bowl under the discharge hopper of the appropriate tray or bowl to collect the prepared portion. 
During the operation the basket will be lifted out and re-emerged a few times to help separate pasta pieces which 
have stuck together.   

NOTE:  These movements are programmable for recurrence frequency or can be eliminated by a technician. 
After the time of cook has elapsed, the basket lifts, drains the pasta and offloads it. 
The machine can be programmed so that the baskets remain in draining position once cooking has been completed. 
In this case to serve the product press one switch. 
If the wrong time of cook is selected it can be cancelled by pressing the correct button, or the cycle can be  
interrupted and the product offloaded by pressing the same button again. 

5) TOPPING-UP THE WATER LEVEL
The water-level probe detects an insufficient level by reading the difference in temperature, so that on switching on, 
when the water is cold, topping-up is not immediate and, on first heating will not take place until 90°C has been 
reached. 
When the machine is working the level is kept constant. 
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If the tank is low on water or the feed tap is closed, the "WATER" pilot lamp on the keyboard will flash as to signal the 
irregularity. 
If after 20 minutes (anyhow programmable time) the problem has not been resolved, the heating will switch off. 
To switch it on again the water level must be renewed or the machine reset by turning off and on again. 

6) CLEANING THE MACHINE
Before starting any cleaning operation check that the master switch is in off position and that the water temperature 
is lower than 40°C. 
As food products easily leave perishable residues both on the metal parts with which they come into contact and in 
the cooking water, it is important that the machine be carefully cleaned every time it is turned off or at least daily. 
Turn off the pasta cooker using the ON/OFF button, unhook the baskets and let them soak inside the tray and pour a 
glass of white vinegar into the water. The vinegar will facilitate cleaning when water temperature is below 40°C. 
After waiting for the water to cool, remove all the detachable parts in the cooking compartment and wash them.  All 
parts can be washed in the dishwasher, with the exception of the heating element which must be washed by hand 
taking care not to wash the connector.  
The internal walls of the machine are easily accessible and can easily be cleaned with a suitable product for 
washable surfaces, even without rinsing, not wetting the connector on the left wall. 
The probe must be cleaned with a sponge and rinsed. 
Regularly empty the drawer-type ventilator condensation tray which is located under the machine.  Remember to put 
it back in place. 

7) MAINTENANCE
If the machine is fed from the reserve water tank, it is advisable to empty and clean it periodically. 
To extract it from its base lift it up and disconnect the tube. 

8) KEYBOARD MESSAGES
Some possible malfunctions are shown by an error code which appears on the left display together with an 
alternating acoustic signal. 
In this case the machine remains blocked until conditions return to normal. 
Before asking for technical assistance carry out a reset test by turning the machine OFF and then ON using the main 
switch.  

WARNING : do not operate with the motor if the basked are not hooked. 

Malfunction messages are as follows: 

A01 No heating: 
The probe may be broken or the connector is wet or the heating relay may be defective. 

A02 Probe not connected or temperature too high. 

A03 Lack of control of the left motor: 
May be the cam on the motor itself has shifted, or the relevant microswitch is broken. 

A04 Lack of control of the right motor: 
As above 

A05 Heating not working properly: 
During the heating phase the temperature does not increase within the time foreseen. 

A06 Lack of control of the level: 
The probe does not read the level or shows a temperature under zero. 

A07 Probe short circuiting. 

A08 The heating is turned off after a long period without water. 
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